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In this paper, by using the topological degree arguments, we give a topological 
characterization of the set of solutions of the Darbous problem for hyperbolic 
equations. We prove that the above set of solutions is a non-empty continuum 
which can be represented as a limit (in the sense of the Hausdorff distance) of 
bounded absolute retracts. In particular, from this characterization it follows 
that it is an acyclic set with respect to the tech cohomologg theory. Similar 
characterizations for some integral equations are given. Note that the problem of 
topological characterization of the set of solutions for some differential and 
integral equations was considered in [5, 8, 10, 121. 
1. TOPOLOGICAL PRELIMINARIES 
Let (X, d) be a metric space. We will denote by B(X) the family of all non- 
empty, closed and bounded subsets of X. For two sets -4, B in B(X) we will 
denote by p(=l, B) the Hausdorff distance between A and B. Recall that (a(X), p) 
is a metric space. A homeomorphism h from X onto a metric space Y is called 
bounded, if for any il E 9(X) the set h(A) belongs to a(Y). 
(1.1) DEFINITION. A compact, non-empty subset A of X is called a topolo- 
gically simple subset of X, if there esists a sequence (=1,j C 9(X) such that the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) ,4 C A, , for every n. 
(ii) .-2 = lim,& A4, (in (GY(X), p)), 
(iii) -4, is an absolute retract, for each n. 
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As a simple consequence of the above definition we obtain (camp. [SJ or [S]): 
(1.2) If  h: X - I; is a bounded homeomorphism and il a ttopologically 
simple subset of X, then h(A) is a topologically simple subset of Y. 
(1.3) If  A is a topologically simple subset of X, then A is an acyclic set with 
respect to Cecy cohomology theory. 
We recall a few definitions and results which are essential in our considera- 
tions. If  X is a Banach space and A is a bounded subset of X, define r(A), the 
measure of noncompactness of -4, to be inf{r > 0; A has a finite covering by sets 
of diameter less than Y>. This is a notion due to Kuratowski [7], who also intro- 
duced the notion of a class of maps we shall call k-set-contractions (k a real 
number). Let U be an open subset of the Banach space X. A continuous map 
F: i!? 4 X is called a k-set-contraction, 0 < k < 1, if for every bounded set 
A C u, F(A) is bounded and y(F(A)) < k . r(A). Let U be an open bounded 
neighbourhood of the zero point in a Banach space X. A Map f: u- X is 
called a k-set-contraction vector field, if the following two conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) f(m) =: x -F(x), for each .T E 0, where F: U + X is a k-set-con- 
traction map, 
(ii) f  (au) C X\(O), where aU denotes the boundary of U in X. 
If  f :  U + X is a k-set-contraction vector field, there is an integer defined, 
called the LeraySchauder degree off on U and written deg(f, U, 0). Details 
are given in [9]. Roughly speaking the Leray-Schauder degree deg(f, U, 0) is an 
algebraic count of the number of fixed points of F in U. For our purposes we need 
only a few properties of the Leray-Schauder degree (see [9] for further details). 
(1.4) If  deg(f, U, 0) f  0, then F has a fixed point. 
(1.5) If  f  : i? - X is a k-set-contraction vector field such that 0 f  x - 
t . F(x), for each x E aU and t E [0, I], then deg(f, U, 0) = 1; where f(x) = 
x -F(x) for each N E 0. 
(1.6) THEOREM [lo]. Let U be an open bounded nezghbourhood of the zmo 
point in a Banach space X. Assume further that F: o-+ X is a k-set-contraction 
map such that f  (au) C x\(O), f(x) = x - F(x), for eaery x E 0. I f  the foZlowing 
conditions are satisjied: 
(1.6.1) deg(f, U, 0) f  0, 
(1.6.2) for each veal number E > 0, there exists a k-set-contraction map 
F,: g--t X with properties 
(i) 11 F(x) - F,(x)\1 < E for ewery x E a, 
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(ii) for every y  E X the equation x - F,(x) = y  has at most one solution, 
then the set K(F) of all$xed points of F is a topologically simple subset of C. 
In connection with Theorem (1 S) see also [5] or [S]. 
2. BASIC FUNCTION SPACES 
Let [0, a] and [0, b] be two real intervals, 0 < a < +co, 0 < b < +a~. Let 
d be the Cartesian product [0, a] x [0, b]. By R” we will denote the n-dimen- 
sional euclidean space with the norm given by putting 1 z 1 = ( zr 1 + 1 za 1 + ... 
+ I %l I T where z = (zi ,..., z,) E R”. Let C,(d, R”) (T is a non-negative real 
number) be the Banach space of all continuous functions ZI from d to Rn with 
Bielecki’s norm (camp. [3] or [4]), i.e., jl z1 IIT = max~,,,),d{e-T.(~+Yi) 1 ZI(X, y)!}. It 
is well known (camp. [4]) that : 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. For every T > 0 the vorm I/ /I7 is equivalent to the norm 
II /IO. 
As an immediate consequence of (2.1) we have 
(2.2) For every 7 3 0 the map iT: C,(d, R”) ---f C,,(d, R”), i,(v) = v, is a 
bounded homemorphism. 
By Cl([O, al, Rn) (C1(P, bl, R”)) we will denote the Banach space of all 
P-maps from [0, a] ([0, b]) to R* with the usual norm 11 jl , i.e., /I u 11 = /I u ]I,, + 
I/ u’ ]I0 . Finally, by C&l, R”) we will denote the Banach space of all continuous 
maps II from A to Rn for which the partial derivatives ZI, , U, and u,~ are also 
continuous with the norm /) 11 given by putting 
II fd II = II u II0 + II %I! II0 + II *, II0 + II %d II0 . 
We will need the following facts. 
(2.3) PROPOSITION [l]. Let u, ZJ: d -+ R be two continuous functions such that 
u(x, y) > 0 and v(x, y) > 0 for every (x, y) E d. If  there exists a non-negatiwe real 
number C such that 
u(x, y) < c + j-‘l’ z’(s, t) I+, t) ds 4 for every (x, y) E d, 
0 0 
U(X, y) < C . exp (Lzlv v(s, t) ds dt) , for HJ~Y (T r) E A. 
(2.4) PROPOSITION [6]. Let u: d -+ R be a continuous function. Assume that 
there exist non-negative real numbers L, M, N such that 
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t Y 
<L. ss 0, 0 u(s, t) ds dt + M 1 jYn(x,t)dt+N. (“n(s,y)ds ” '0 
for ez.>er-v (s, y) E A. 
Then u(x, y) = 0 for each (x, y) E A. 
(2.5) PROPOSITION [5]. Let h, E Cl([O, a], R’“) and h, E Cl([O, b], Rn) be two 
maps such that h,(O) = h,(O). Let T = To+r~ : C,(A, Rn) - C,(A, R”) be a map 
given by putting: 
T(v) C.2, Y)= hd.4 + h,(y) - h,(O) +joxjoy v(s, t) ds dt. 
Then for any topologically subset A of C,(A, R’“) the set T(A) is a topologically 
simple subset of C,(A, R”). 
3. THE TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF THE SET OF SOLUTIONS 
FOR SOME INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we will denote by g a continuous function from A x R4” into 
Rn which satisfies the following assumptions: 
(3.1) there are non-negative real numbers r, M, N and k, k < 1, such that: 
(i) I g(x, Y, v, u, P, dl < y  and 
(ii) I g(x, y, v, u, p, q) - g(x, y, v, f&P, 4)l < M . I u - 2-i I + N. I P - P I 
+ h . j 4 - 4 / , for every (x, y, ~1, u, p, 9) and (s, y, v, U; p, 4) in A x RJ”. 
For such g we consider the following integral equation: 
v(x, y) = g (x, y, jozj; v(s, t) ds dt, joU z’(x, t) dt, j; .i.(s, y) ds, a@, y)) . (3.2) 
A map v  E C,(A, R”) is called a solution of Eq. (3.2) if for each (x, y) E A equality 
(3.2) holds. 
(3.3) THEOREM. The set A of all solutions of Eq. (3.2) is a topologicully simple 
subset of C,(A, R”). 
For the proof of Theorem (3.3) we need a few lemmas. 
Let r. = max{r . a . b, r . a, r . b, r), rl = 2r, and let ra > rr . 
(3.4) LEMMA [5]. There is a continuous map go: A x R4?’ - R” which has 
the following properties: 
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(i) g,(s, y, zu) = g(x, y, w), for every (9, y) E A and w E R*‘l, 1 w 1 c< rl , 
(ii) g,(x, y, zu) = 0, for every (x, y) GA and zu E Rarl, 1 w / > Y? , 
(iii) / g,(x, 37, w)I < r, for every (x, y, w) E A X R4j1, 
(iv) the set A, of all solutions of (3.2) for g, is equal to =1. 
(3.5) hunra. Let g,: d x R” - R” be a function given in (3.4). Then for 
each E > 0 there are a real number L, > 0 and a continuous nzupg,,,: A x R” --f R’” 
such that the follozuing conditions are satisfied: 
I go,t(G5 y, ul)I < r, for eaery (x, y) E .A and zu E R1 U, (3.5.1) 
I gd? J’, v, u, p, 9) - go&, ?‘, z’, fi, $4 q)l 
eL;Ie--z’l+Jz.Iu-lnj-t~~./p -pl+k.lq--ql, 
(3.52) 
for every (x, y, v, U, p, q) and (x, y, 2’, E, P; 4) in A x Rail, where M, N and R are 
the same as in (3.1), 
I g&3 Yv zu) - go,&, 3’7 w)l < E, -for every (x, y, w) E A s R:“. (3.5.3) 
Proof. Let gai: A x RI” 4 R be the coordinate functions for g, , i.e., 
ga(x, y, ZU) = (g,‘(.r, y, zu) ,..., g,,“(s, y, w)), i = 1, 2 ,..., II. Consider a CT-func- 
tion 4: R-Ill - R such that the set supp $ = (zu E R-‘n; (cr(zu) + 0) is contained in 
in the unit closed ball in Rat1 and JRln 4(w) dzu -= 1. 
Because the set 
supp g,,l = {(x, y, zu) E A x RJ”; goi@, y, w) + 0) 
is compact for given E we can choose a real number qi(c) > 0 such that the map 
g;,<: A x R’n- R 
given by the formula 
has properties (camp. [II], p. 22) 
6) gi,, is a continuous map and 1 goi(.x, y, w) - g&(x, y, ZU)~ < E, for 
every (x? y, ZU) E A x Ran (i = 1, 2 ,..., n), 
(ii) the partial derivative (gi,JL. is a continuous map and ~uppgi,~ is 
compact, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, where w = (21, U, p, q). 
From (ii) follows that there exists a real number L,i > 0 such that 
/ gf,&, 3’, F, u, p, q) - g;,&J _t’, 5, 24, p, q)/ < LCi . I v  - F j . 
409!76/1-8 
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The above inequality and the definition of gi,e implies: 
(iii) 1 gb,Jx, 3’, 20) - gi,Jx, y, W)i < L,i . / v - V 1 + M . / 24 - U / + N . 
/ p - p / + k I 9 - q ) , for every (x, II) E A and w = (71, u, p, q), w = (v; 27, p, 4) 
E RJ”. I f  we put L, = mas(L,‘; i = I ,..., n), then from (iii) we obtain (5.52). 
Moreover from (3.4) (iii) and the definition of gi,+ we deduce (3.5.1). 
(3.6) LEMMA. Let g: 3 x R4” 4 R’” be u function as in (3.1). Consider a 
closed ball K(0, 2~) in C,(A, R”). De$ne a map 0% K(0, 2r) - C,(A, R”) by the 
formula 
D(v) (x, y) = g (s, y, 1” f’ v(s, t) ds dt, I” v(x, t) dt, i,’ v(s, y) ds, v(x, y)) . 
‘0 ‘0 ‘0 
Then: 
(3.6.1) 
(i) @ is continuous, 
(ii) for every bounded set B C C,(A, R”) and for every v E C,(A, Rn) the set 
a?,(B) given by putting 
@t>(B) = 
1 u &,(A, R”); u(y) = g(x, y, Jo’ [ w(s, t) ds dt,joY v(x, t) dt,joz v(s, y) ds, v(x, y)); 
w~il,(x,y)~A 
is a relative compact subset of C,(A, RI”). 
Proof. By (2.1) it is sufficient to show this lemma for 7 = 0. Then (i) imme- 
diately follows from continuity of g and (ii) is a consequence of the fact that for 
bounded B the set 
~~l~~o(~,~~);m(s,y) = [x[Ya(s,t)dsdt,zEB/ 
‘0 ‘0 
is relatively compact (camp. [5]). 
(3.7) LEMMA. Let g and @ be the same as in Lemma (3.6). If i- > 
(M + N)/( 1 - k), then @ is a ho-set-contraction map, where k, = (M + N)/T + k. 
Proof. The continuity of Q, is proved in (3.6). Using (3.1) and the definition 
of @ by simple calculation we obtain: 
(i) / @p(z) - @&)I < ((M + N)/T + k) . I z - 0 I . 
Now, from the definition of the measure of noncompactness, (i) and (3.6ii), we 
obtain 
(ii) (y(B)) < ((AI + ~V)/T f  k) y(B), for every bounded B C C,(A, Rn). 
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(3.8) LEbw.4. Let T ;Y (M A X)/(1 - k) and let @,, , @,,,y K(0, 2~) 4 
C,(d, Rn) be maps given in (3.6)for g, and gOo,C , respectively (camp. Lemma (3.5)). 
Then : 
(i) the maps CD,, and @O,E are k,-set contraction maps, 
(ii) / @Jv) - @&v)i < E, for every v  E K(0, 2y), 
(iii) for each ZL’ E K(0, 2~) the equation v  - Q,,,<(v) = w has at most one 
solution, 
(iv) the map v”(v) = v  - @Jzj) is a k,,-set-contraction vector field and 
de&p, , K(O, 2r),O) = 1. 
Proof. From (3.7) and (3.5.3) we deduce (i) and (ii). For the proof of (iii) 
suppose the contrary, that for some PC’ E K(O,2r) there are two solutions vi and vLI 
of the equation z’ - @,,,JzI) = zc. Then, in view of (3.5.2) we ha\-e 
and by (2.4), vi = z!~, a contradiction. For the proof of (ix?) observe that 
!/ @U(z~)l~O < r, if 11 v  /iO = 2r, so (1.4) implies (k). 
Now, we are able to prove Theorem (3.3). In fact, from Lemma (3.8) and 
Theorem (1.6) it follows that the set K(@,) of all fixed points of @,, is a topo- 
logically simple subset of C,(d, R”), 7 > (M + Ai)/(l - k), so by (2.2) and 
(1.2) it is attopologically simple subset of C,(d, P). But A,, = K(@,,) and there- 
fore Theorem (3.3) follows from Lemma (3.4iv). 
4. THE TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF THE SET OF SOLUTIONS 
OF THE DARBOUX PROBLEM FOR HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS 
In this section we will apply the main result of the last section to study of the 
Darboux problem for hyperbolic equations. Let f:  A x RJn -+ R” be a continu- 
ous function. Let us consider the following Darboux problem (camp. [4-61): 
uxu = .f(x, ?‘. u, u, , uy , U,.!,), 
4.t 0) = h,(.), ~(0. .) = h,(,), 
where (4.1) 
h, E Cl([O, a], RI<), 
h, E Cl([O, b], R’“) and hl(0) = h2(0). 
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A map u E C,(d, R”) is called a solution of (4.1) if for every (s, y) E A me have 
u,&, y) =.f(x, y, u(x, y), u,,.(x, y), u&x, y), u.&, y)) and u(.T, 0) = h,(.~), ~(0, T) 
= h2(y). 
Now \ve formulate the principial result of this paper. 
(4.2) THEOREM. Let f:  A x R41z + R” be a continuous function. =2ssume 
further that there are non-negative real numbers 01, /3, M, N, k, k < l), such that the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
I .f(-r-, ?‘, ‘2, 14, $3 q)! < 01 + p * I y’ I , for every (x, j’, 21, u, p, q), (4.2.1) 
I fk ?‘t Z’f u, P, 4) - f (m, I’, v, u, P, 4)l 
(4.2.2) 
for every (x, y, z’, U, p, q) and (s, y, v, U; P; 4) in A x R”“. 
Then the set K of all solutions of the problem (4.1) is a topologically simple subset 
of C&l, R’“). 
Proof. First, for given maps f, II, and h2 we consider a real number P defined 
as follows: 
P = (2 . j: h, 11 T // h, 1, -k iz . a . b) ea’*.Y. 
Now, we define a map f,,: A -A R4” - R” by putting 
f”(.L J’, ‘Z’, u, P, q) = f($ .I’, ‘i’, u, p, q), if jZ’I <P, 
= f  (.y, J’, & . P, II, p. fj) , if j 2) [ > P. 
By using (2.3) we deduce (camp. [5]) that the set Kc, of all solutions of the 
problem (4. I) for fO is equal to K, JO we have reduced the proof to show K, is a 
topologically simple subset of C,(3, R”). In this order we consider the following 
integral equation: 
i@, 1’) z f,  (.? ?‘, h,@) + /I,($ - h,(O) + 1” rU e(S, t) ds dt, 
-n ‘0 
(4.2.3) 
h;(x) + 1”’ z(x, t) dt, h;(y) + .,1: z,(s, 1’) ds, v(s, y)) . 
-” 
It is well known (camp. [4] or 161) h t t a a map v  is a solution of (4.2.3) if and onl! 
if the map u(x, T) = h,(s) + hB(y) - h,(O) + siji a(s, t) ds dt is a solution of 
(4.1) forf,, . In other words T(A,) = K,, , where A,) denote the set of all solutions 
of (4.2.3) and T is given in (2.5). Therefore, in view of (2.5), for the proof it is 
sufficient to show that =1, is a topologically simple subset of C,(d, R”). But if we 
put g,(s, y, T, U, p, q) = f&v, F, h,(x) - h,(O) + v, h,(x) + u, h,(y) + p, q), then 
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g, satisfies assumption (3.1) and the set A,, is equal to the set of all solutions of 
the integral equation (3.2); so Theorem (4.2) follows from Theorem (3.3). 
Note, that the existence theorem for the Darboux problem (4. I) was proved in 
[4]. A special case of Theorem (4.2) is given in [5]. 
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